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In May 1999 state-of-the-art autonomy technology was
allowed to assume command and control of theDeep
SpaceOnespacecraftduringtheRemoteAgent
Experiment.Thisexperimentdemonstratednumerous
autonomyconceptsrangingfromhigh-levelgoaloriented commanding to on-board planning
to robust
plan execution to model-based fault protection. Many
lessons of value to future enhancements of spacecraft
autonomy were learned in preparing for and executing
this experiment. This paper describes those lessons and
suggests directions of future work in this field.

INTRODUCTION
Roboticspacecraftaremaking
it possibletoexplore
other
planets
and
understand
the
dynamics,
composition, and history of the bodies that make up our
solar system. These spacecraft enable us to extend our
presence into space at a fraction of the cost and
risk
associated with human exploration. They also pave the
way for human exploration. Where human exploration
is desired, robotic precursors can help identify and map
candidate landing sites, find resources, and demonstrate
experimental technologies.
Currentspacecraftoperationsandcontroltechnology
relies heavily on arelativelylargeand
highly skilled
mission operations team that generates detailed timeordered sequences of commands or macros to step the
spacecraft
through
each
desired
activity.
Each
sequence is carefully constructed on the ground in such
way
a
as toensurethatallknownoperational
constraints
are
satisfied.
The
autonomy
of
the
spacecraft is limited.
A n alternative approach to spacecrafi commanding and
control uses Remote Agent (RA) software technology
and
was
demonstrated
by
the
Remote
Agent
Experiment(RAX) on theDeepSpaceOne(DSI)

'
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spacecraft. In the Remote Agent approach' ', Artificial
Intelligence(AI)technology
is used to encodethe
operational rules and constraints in the flight software.
The software may be considered tobe an autonomous
"remote agent" of the spacecraft operators in the sense
that the operators rely on the agent to achieve particular
goals. The operators do not know the exact
conditions
on the spacecraft, so they do not tell the agent exactly
what to do at each instant of time. They do, however,
tell theagentexactlywhichgoalstoachieve
in each
period
of
time
as well
as
how
and
when
to
communicate with the ground controllers.
The DS1 Remote Agent Experiment achieved multiple
of the
technologyobjectives.Aprimaryobjective
experiment was to provide an on-board demonstration
of spacecraft autonomy. This demonstration addressed
nominal
operations,
including
goal-oriented
commanding,extendedagencyviaback
to back
planning for sequential periods, and closed-loop goaloriented plan execution responding to both time-driven
andevent-driven events. In addition,theexperiment
demonstratedextensivefaultprotectioncapabilities,
including failure diagnchis, failure recovery using both
repair
and
reconfiguration,
on-board
replanning
following otherwise unrecoverable failures, and systemlevel fault protection.
An equally important, and complementary, objective of
the experiment was to learn how to integrate a remote
agent into the extensive fiight and ground spacecraft
control infrastructure. This objective was achieved by a
three-prongedapproach.
First, asuccessfui on-board
demonstration required integration of the Remote Agent
with the spacecraft flight software.Thisintegration
providedvaluableinformation
on requiredinterfaces
and performance.Second. the experiment forced the
development of a testing methodology that was able to
givethe spacecrafr engineersadequateconfidence in
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the plansgenerated by theremoteagent.Third,the
experimentwasoperatedwithclosecooperation
between
Remote
Agent
team
members
and
DS1
operationsengineers.Together,
we learnedabout
operating a spacecraftcontrolled by a remote agent.
In May 1999, theRemoteAgentExperimentwas
executed successfully, demonstrating the applicability
of
Remote
Agent
technologies
to spacecraft
commanding
and
control.
This
experiment
in
spacecraft autonomy has allowed the remote agent team
to learn many lessons about the technology needed for
spacecraftautonomy,theprocessoftechnology
infusion, and some of the obstacles remaining before
spacecraft with a high level of autonomy will be flown.
The intent of this paper is to share these lessons with
the spacecraft and Artificial Intelligencecommunities
so that we may work tugether to address these issues.
TheRemoteAgentwastremendouslysuccessful
in
its
showing what is possible. A majormeasureof
eventualsuccesswill
be theextent
to whichour
communities are able to apply what we've learned here
tofuturechallenges.
We believe that highly-capable
autonomous
spacecraft
are
possible
and
their
development can start soon; we also have quite a bit of
work still to do to make that happen.

BENEFITS FOR MISSIONS
The real customers for the capabilities of the remote
agent flight software arethe gg.q-luiid operators. In this
paper,wediscussanumberofadvantagesthatthis
technology offers from the custcmer's point of view.
High Level Commanding:

In today's environment, the operatirlg model is that the
behaviorofthespacecraft
in response to proposed
commandsispredictedandunderstoodatavery
detailed level. Typicallyeachdetail is reviewedand
approved by cognizant
representatives
of
each
subsystem. We proposeaparadigmshift:create
onboardmodelsofflightrulesandconstraintsand
command response behavior. Sendhigh-level goals to
the spacecraft and allow the spacecrafi to create a plan
that meets the goals while satisfying all constraints. The
operatorshavetheoption
to simulatetheplanning
processaheadoftimeandpredictthemostlikely
spacecraft behavior as before. Eventually, it is assumed
that it will be possible to reduce this simulation to spot
checks when the circumstances are similar to those that
the on-board planner has dealt with previously.
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Robust Execution
Fixed time-based sequences are brittle: one unexpected
problem is sufficient to cause the sequence to fail and
then the spacecraft must take some contingency action,
often switching to a "Safe" mode of some
sort. In the
remoteagentapproach,the"smartexecutive"
is
responsible for executing a plan rather than a sequence.
The distinction between a plan and a sequence is that
the plan contains not only the required tasks and the
desiredexecutiontimes,
but alsotheevent-relative
constraints and information on how muchflexibility
each task has in its requested start and stop times. The
remoteagentexecutivechoosesitemsforexecution
when all time-andevent-relativepreconditionshave
been met.Oncetheexecutivestartsatask,
it takes
responsibilityforitssuccessfulcompletion.Ifa
problemoccurs in execution,theexecutivehasthe
abilityto retrythe sameanddifferentapproaches
to
achieving a task.
Extensive On-Board Behavioral Models
Current spacecraft relyheavily on logical expressions
tomakeon-boarddecisions.These
may takemany
forms, such as: If Message X arrives, send message Y.
If M > N set Z to W, etc. These have the disadvantage
ofrequiringnewrulesofeachadditionaldesired
behavior. The remote agent relies on a combination of
domain-specific
behavioral
models
plus
generalpurposereasoningengines.
In theon-boardplanner,
modelsinclude:statetransitionsrequired
to set up a
target state, resources required by tasks. flight rules and
constraints, and detailednumericalplanningexperts
that can respond to specific queries such as "How long
does a turn fromattitude X toattitude Y take?" For
fault protection, the remote agent
uses models of the
behavior of the hardware and software in nominal and
certain failure modes.

TECHSOLOGY
The Remote Agent is formed by the integration of three
separate .Artificial Intelligence technolo='[Ties: an onboard
planner-scheduler.
robust
a
multi-threaded
executive,and
a model-basedfaultdiagnosisand
recovery system.
Remote hpent Architecture
The RX architecture and its relation to flight software
aresho\\n in Figure 1 . Viewed as ablack-box. RA
issues commands to real-time execution flight software
(FSW) to modifispacecraftstate.
and receivesstate
information through a set of monitors iMON) that filter
data itreams into a set of abstract properties. The
RA
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itself is comprised of threecomponents:aMission
Manager (MM), a Planner/SchedulerJ (PS) thatincludes
Mission
a
Manager,
(MM),
Smart
a Executive'
(EXEC
a n) ,d
Mode
aIdentification
and
Reconfiguration module' (MIR)
also
known
as
Livingstone.
Figure 1: RAX Architecture

asarecoveryexpert,taking
as i n p u t a set of EXEC
constraints to be establishedormaintained. and uses
declarativemodels it shares with MI to recommenda
single recovery action to EXEC.
TheRAXmanager,asoftware
task belonging to the
DS1 flightsoftware,mediated
all communication
between the Remote Agent and the flight software.

FLIGHT OUALIFICATION
Oneof the n o s t difficultchallengesfacingsystems
offering increased autonomy is that of demonstrating to
the satisfaction of technologists and customer alike that
the software will behave acceptably in a wide variety of
situations for which it will not be pre-tested.
The remote agent has approached the qualification issue
from a number of fronts:

MM formulates near-term planning problems based on
a long-range mission profile representing the goals of
the mission. MM extracts goals for the next scheduling
horizon,combines them with a projectedspacecraft
stateprovided by EXEC,andformulatesaplanning
problem for PS. Thisdecompositionintolong-range
missionplanningandshorter-termdetailedplanning
enables RA toundertakeanextendedmission
with
minimal human intervention.
PS takesaplanrequestfrom
M M andproducesa
flexible,concurrenttemporal
plan forexecution by
EXEC. PS constructsplans using domainconstraints
andheuristics in its knowledgebase;planning, thirdparty software modules providing efficient computation
for specializedproblems.participate
in theplanning
process by requesting new goals or answering queries
posed by PS.
EXEC executes a plan by decomposing the high-level
plan activities into primitives, sending out commands,
and monitoring progress based on direct feedback from
the command recipient or on inferences drawn by MIR.
i f some cask cannot be achieved, EXEC may attempt an
alternate method or may request a simple recovery plan
from Livingstone. I f the EXEC is unable to execute or
repairthecurrent plan, it cleanlyabortsthe plan and
attempts to bring the spacecraft into a safe state while
requesting a new plan from M M .
Livingstone is responsible for mode identification ( M I )
and modereconfiguration ( M R ) . M l observes EXEC
issuingcommands.receivesevents
from ,MON. and
uses model-based inference to deduce
the state of the
spacecraft and provide feedback to EXEC. MR serves
3

Our primary testing approach
was to exercise the RA
on scenarios clustered around our expected experiment
baseline. These were performed on platforms of varying
fidelity. This proved effective for our experiment, but it
is sensitive to changes in the baseline.
Formal methods can validate that the design (but not
the implementation) of critical algorithms
in the core
enginesmeetcertainrequirements.Weemployed
formal methods to validate some parts of the
RA as
feasibilitystudies,but
it was notpart ofthetesting
process.Formalmethods willpeed to be part of any
full-scale testing effort of the Remote Agent.
Finally, we designed tools to autmnatically verify RAX
output. One key tool wasa"flight-rulechecker"
that
convertedthe RAX execution traces into a formthat
could be checked by aDSItool
for verifyingthat
sequences obey the flight rules.
Testing Amroach
Autonomous systems, such as the M, need to respond
robustly in awiderangeofsituations.
Verifying that
they respond correctly in all situations would require a
huge number of test cases. To make matters worse. the
tests should ideally be r u n on high-fidelitytestbeds,
which are heavilq oversubscribed. difficult to configure
correctly, and unable to run faster than real time, e.g.,
we could run only 10 tests in fourweeks on one of
D S l ' s high-fidelity
testbeds.
To address
these
problems. we employed a 'baseline testing' approach to
reduce the number of tests, and exploited several lowertidelit?testbeds to increasethenumber
of tests we
could run'.
We tested a number of nominalandoff-nominal
variations
around
two
baselines.
The
variations
D R A F T 6130199
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comprisedvariations in spacecraftbehaviorthat
we
might see during execution and changes to the baseline
scenario that might be made prior to execution. These
included variations to the goals in the mission profile,
variations in when faults might occur, and variations in
the FS W responses.
The tests were distributed among the low, medium, and
high fidelity platforms. The two low-fidelity platforms

werethe'babybed'and'radbed'.Thebabybed
had a
PowerPC CPU, and the radbed, a flight CPU. Both ran
with low-fidelity simulators written by the RAX team.
The medium fidelity platform was the
'papabed', which
had a flight CPU, bus, and memory and official DSI
simulators.
The
highest-fidelity
platforms,
the
'hotbench' and IDS1 testbed', had flight computers and
were connected to flight spare hardware or engineering
models where feasible (see Table 1).

Table 1: DSI Testbeds

Papabed
Radbed

Low

DS 1 simulators only Rad6000
1 forMed
DSl

1:l

Rad6000

RAX simulators only

I for RAX

1:l

PowerPC

Lowest
RAX PowerPC
simulators only

2 for RAX

7: 1

The architecture of RA allowed us to run certain tests
on lower-fidelitytestbedsand be confident that their
results
would
hold
on higher-fidelity
testbeds.
Specifically,the
RA commandsandmonitorsthe
spacecraftthroughwell-definedinterfaceswiththe
FSW. Those interfaces were the same 0 2 all platforms,
as weretherange
of possiblerespocses.Onlythe
fidelityoftheresponsesimprovedwithplatform
fidelity.Thisallowed
us toexercise 8 widt range of
nominal and off-nominalbehaviors on thebabybeds
and radbed, test themostlikely off-nominal scenarios
on the papabed, and test only the nominal scenarios and
certainperformanceandtimingrelatedtests
on
hotbench and testbed.

GROUND TOOLS
Theprimarysetofgroundtoolsdevelopedtoassist
operators during the RAX experiment was very simple.
Packetview, a tcI/tk based GUI was the basis of these
tools andproved to be invaluable. It obtained the raw
binarystream from theDeepSpaceNetwork
(DSN),
and displayed it as legible text. During the course of the
flightexperimentwhentheDSIflightteamneeded
exact
times
for specific
events
known
to
have
happened,Packetviewcomputed the actualspacecraft
time when the event occurred and displayed the data
along with relevant timing parameters.

In addition each of the RA modules had ground tools
which were crucial in providing necessary detail during
thecourseoftheexperimentto
us. Thetoolsare
summarized below.
Ground Tool Modules
ExecView provided an insight into the actual execution
of the plans that were generated onboard by showing
thestatusofthespacecrafttimelinesthattheSmart
Executive was tracking.
Stanleygave an in-depthviewoftheLivingstone
module by expandingthecondenseddata
in these
messages in concert with a ground-based twin
PSGraph is a simple tool to visualize the state space of
theonboardplanner'ssearch
by displayingalong an
XY axis the set of nodes visited against the depth of the
node in the planners depth first search tree.
TimZemail was an outreach tool and successfully used
in providing the general public with a view of what the
spacecraft was doing during the experiment.
PredictedEvents would
parse
downlinked
a
plan
generated on board and provide RAX and project team
members with predictions on when specific events were
to occur for purposes of tracking.

FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

.*

This section describes the experience of executing the
tlight demonstration'. Someproblemssurfacedalong
theway,
but it wasstillpossible
to achieveall
technology
validation
objectives.
Indeed,
the
unexpected problems allowed some additional
level of
validation of our capabilities.

RAX Flipht Part 1

On Monday, May 17th,1999, at 1 I:O4 amPDT,we
received a telemetry packet that confirmed
that RAX
scenario had started on D S I . Shortlythereafter, the
first plan wasgeneratedcorrectly, but not before an
unexpected circumstance created some apprehension in
us.
Telemetry indicated that the planner was generating the
plan following a different search trajectory than what
we had observed in ground testing. Since the conditions
on the spacecraft were practically identical to those on
the ground testbeds, there was no apparent reason of for
this discrepancy. It turned out that the spacecraft and
papabed differed on the contents of the file containing
asteroidgoalsand PS wasactuallysolvingaslightly
differentproblem than it hadsolved on theground!
Thus,thisunexpectedcircumstanceallowed
us to
demonstrate that PS problem solving was robust to last
minutechanges in theplanninggoals,increasingthe
credibility of the autonomy demonstration.
The 2 day
scenario
continued
smoothly
and
uneventfullywith
a simulatedswitchfailure,the
resulting replan, long turns to point the camera at target
asteroids, optical navigation imaging during which no
communication with DSI was possible, and the start of
IPS thrusting.
However, around 7:OO am on Tuesday, May 18, 1999, it
becameapparentthat
RAX had not commanded
terminationof IPS thrusting as expected.Although
planexecutionappeared
to be blocked,telemetry
indicated
that
RAX was
otherwise
healthy.
The
spacecraft too washealthy and in no apparent danger.
The decision was made to use EXEC'S ability to handle
low-levelcommandstoobtainmoreinformation
regarding the problem.Once enoughinformation had
been gathered,thedecisionwasmade
to stopthe
experiment. By this time an estimated 70% of the RAX
validation objectives had already been achieved.
Troubleshootinf and Recoverv
By late Tuesday afternoon the cause ofthe problem was
identified as a missingcriticalsection
in the plan
execution code, This created a race condition between
5

two EXEC threads. If the wrong thread won this race, a
deadlock condition would occur in which eachthread
was waiting for an event from the other. This is exactly
whathappened in flight.though it had not occurred
even once in thousands of previous races on the various
groundplatforms.Theoccurrenceof
this problemat
theworstpossibletimeprovidesstrongimpetusfor
research on formalverificationofflightcritical
systems. Once the problem was identified, a patch was
quickly generated for possible uplink.
Following the discovery of the problem. we generated a
6-hour RAX scenario to demonstratetheremaining
30% ofthe
RAX validationobjectives.This
new
scenariowasdesigned,implemented,andtested,
together with the patch, on papabed overnight within
about 10 hours. This rapid turn around allowed
us to
propose a new experiment st the DS1 project meeting
on Wednesday.TheDSlprojectdecided
to proceed
with the new scenario. However, they decided
not to
uplinkthepatch,citinginsufficienttesting
to build
adequate
confidence.
In addition,
based
on the
experience on various ground testbeds, the likelihood of
theproblemrecurringduringthe
6 hourtestwas
deemed to be very low. Nonetheless, we developed and
tested a contingency procedure that would enabie us to
achieve most of our validation objectives even if the
problem were to recur.
The DS1 project's decision not to uplink the patch is not
surprising.Whatwasremarkable
\KS
theirready
acceptance of the new RAX scenario. Ibis is yet more
evidencethatthe DSI project had developed a high
level ofconfidence in RA and its ability to run new
mission
scenarios
response
in changed
to
circumstances.
Hence,
although
caused
by an
unfortunatecircumstance,thisrapid
mission redesign
provided unexpected validation for RA.

RAX FIioht Part 2
The6-hourscenariowasactivatedFridaymorning.
The scenario ran well until it was time to start u p the
IPS. Unfortunately, an unexpectedproblem in some
supportingsoftwarefailedtoconfirm
an IPS state
transition.
thus
causing
R.4 to
[correctlk)
stop
commanding the IPS startup sequence. The underlying
cause of this problem was still under investigation as of
July 20, 1999. Since this situation was out of scope for
RAX. theresulting RA statewasinconsistent
with
spacecraft state. Fortunately. the discrepancy proved to
be benign. Hence. Rr\ wasable to continue esecuting
the rest ofthescenario
to achievethe
rest of its
validation objectibes.
D R A F T 6i30i99
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By executing the two flight scenarios, RAX achieved
IO004 of its validation objectives.

LESSONS LEARNED
The RA teamlearned valuable lessons in a number of
areasincluding RA technologyandprocesses,
tools,
communication,
and
even
autonomy
benefits
to
missions. Thefollowingsectionsdelveintoeach
of
these categories of lesson.

The RAX teamwasstructuredhorizontallyalong
engine boundaries. See Table 2 . This meant that team
members specialized in one of the PS, EXEC, and MIR
engines,andeachteamwasresponsible
for modeling
all
spacecraft
subsystems
for
their
engine.
This
horizontal organization was appropriate for RAX, since
it was our first major experience in modeling spacecraft
subsystems for flight. Hence, it made sense for engine
experts to do all modeling for their engine.

Remote Agent Technology

Team Structure for RA Model Development:
Table 2: Horizontal vs. Vertical Team Structure

However,thisorganizationhasseveralshortcomings.
Perhapsthemostsignificantshortcomingwasthat
knowledge of anyonespacecraftsubsystem(e.g.,
attitude control, ion propulsion, MICAS camera) was
distributed
across
the
three
teams;
one
needed
discussionswiththreeindividuals
to getacomplete
understanding of how a subsystem was commanded by
RA.

Conclusions: These shortcomings suggest an alternate
structuring for a future SW team. Instead of a horizontal
structure,teamsshould be organizedverticallyalong
spacecraft subsystem or domain unit boundaries; e.g., a
singleteamwould
be responsible for developing all
modelsfortheattitudecontrolsystem.Thiswould
ensureinternalcoherenceoftheresultingmodel.
Furthermore, since modelers would need to understand
how to useall
threeengines, they canmake well
motivated decisions on how best to model a subsystem
to exploitthestrengthsofeachengineandavoid
information duplication.
While a verticalteamorganizationhas
its benefits,
certain aspectsofmodeldevelopmentintrinsically
involve
managing
and
reasoning
about
global
constraints,e.g.,powerallocationstrategies,systemlevel fault protection. Hence, it is important to involve
systems engineers to develop these global strategies.
Model Design, Develooment and Test:
6

Oneofthebiggestchallengeswefacedwasmodel
validation. This was particularly true during validation
testing, when even small changes in the models had to
be carefullyandlaboriouslyanalyzedandtestedto
ensure that there were no unexpected problems. In fact,
in some cases we chose to forgo a
model change, and
insteaddecided to instituteflightrulesthatwould
preclude the situation that required the
model change
from arising. A related issue was that methods do not
yetexist to characterizeRA'sexpectedbehavior
in
novel situations.Thismade
it difficult to precisely
specify
the
boundaries
within
which
RAX
was
guaranteedtoactcorrectly.Whilethedeclarative
nature of RA modelswascertainly
very helpful in
ensuring the correctness of models and model changes,
thedifficultystemmedfromunexpectedinteractions
betweendifferentpartsofthemodel,
e.g., different
parts of the model may have been built under different,
implicit, contlictiny assumptions.
Conclusion: The central lesson we learned here was the
need forbettermodel
validation tools. For example,
theautomated test runningcapability we developed
proved to be enormouslyhelpful,as
it allowed us to
quicklyevaluate
a largenumber
of off-nominal
scenarios.
However,
scenario
generation
and
evaluationof test resultsweretimeconsuming.
In
somecases.
the laboriousprocess
we followed to
validate model changes has provided us w i t h concrete
ideasfor
developinstoolsthatwoulddramatically
D R A F T 6/30/90
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simplify
certain
aspects
of
model
validation.
Preliminarywork in the areaof formal methods for
modelvalidation is also very promising.Finally, we
need to develop beffer methods for characterizing RA’s
behavior with a specific set of models, both as a way of
validating those models and as a way of explaining the
models to a flight team.
Robustness of theBasic System:
Model validation alone does not suffice; the rest of the
system, including the underlying inference engines, the
interfacesbetween the engines, and the ground tools,
mustall be robust. Given our resource constraints, we
made the decision to focus our formal testing on model
validation, with engine and interface testing happening
as a side effect. This
was a reasonable strategy: code
that has been unchanged for years
is likely to be very
robust if it has been used with a variety of different
models and scenarios. However, newer code does not
come with the same quality assurance. Furthermore, as
the deadlock bug in flight showed, subtle timing bugs
can lay hidden for years before manifesting themselves.
Conclusion: The primary lesson is that the basic system
must be thoroughly validated with a comprehensive test
plan aswellasformalmethods,whereappropriate,
prior to modeldevelopmentandflightinsertion.
Interfacesbetweensystemsmust
be cleanandwell
specified, with automatic code generation being used to
gznerateactualinterfacecode,telemetry,model
I;:terfaces, and test cases; code generation proved to be
enormously helphl in those cases where we did use it.
On-Board Planning
Since the beginning of RA, on-board planning has been
theautonomytechnologythatmostchallengesthe
comfortlevelofmissionoperators.Commanding
a
spacecraft
with
high-level
goals
and
letting
it
sutonomously take detailed actions is very far from the
traditionalcommandingapproachwithfixed-time
sequencesoflow-levelcommands.
We believe that
during R4X theflawlessdemonstrationofon-board
planning has provided a powerful existence proof of the
feasibility of the approach. O u r own discomfort with
the discrepancybetween tested behaviorand in-flight
behavior of PS during RAX was a surprising mirror of
the objections of the critics of autonomy.
Conclusion: It is difficult to move past the mindset of
expecting complete predictability from the behavior of
a n autonomous
system.
However,
RAX
has
demonstrated that the paradigm shift is indeed possible.
In the case of PS behavior during RXX, point is not that
the combination of picturesrequested by N X V had
7

neverbeen experienced before, b u t that the problemsolving behavior that the planner used to achieve each
individual
picture
goal
had
indeed
been
tested.
Confidence in complex autonomous behaviors can be
built up from confidence in each individual component
behavior.
Design for Testabilitv

in flight
System-leveltesting
is anessentialstep
preparation.
Designing
the
RA to
simplify
and
streamline system-level testing and analysis can enable
more extensivetesting,thusimprovingrobustness.
In
RAX, system-leveltestingproved to be cumbersome.
The primary reason for this was the absence of efficient
tools to generatenewmissionscegarios,
so that all
systemtests
had to bevariations
on thenominal
scenarios. Hence, to test a particular variation, one was
forced to run a nominal scenario up to the point of the
variation,e.g.,testingthrusterfailuresduringturns
requiredatleast 6 hours, since the first turn occurred
about 6 hours into the scenario. (Check this example.)
The situation was further complicated
by the fact that
RAX real-time telemetry was not complete, making it
dift’icult to understandallaspects
of RA behavior
without viewing the more complete log files typically
available only at the end o f the run.
Conclusions: The difficulty of generating new mission
scenarios is easily addressed: a graphical tool allowing
visual inspection and modification of mission prufiles,
as well as constraint checking to ensure consistency,
can dramaticallysimplifytheconstruction
of new
mission profiles. Such a tool is now being consmcted.
Nonetheless, overall RA validation is still necessary to
ensure that RA will properly handle each new mission
profile (see below).
Remote APent Processes

Ashortdevelopmentperiod,scarceresources,and
ambiguity arising from the research issuesinherent in
the
technology
characterized
the
Remote
Agent
development. We learned several lessons in managing
softwaredevelopmenttasksofthisnature
thatthe
software industry has been re-learning for years.
Prioritv ofobiectives
Without a clear list of prioritized objectives, we had no
way to regainschedulemargin
by dropping lower
p r i o r i b objectives. o r to track our progressagainst
those objectives.
Conclusion:establishprioritizedobjectives
from the
start and be clear about what you are willing to give up.
D R A F T 6/30/99

Earlv Use of Target Platforw
A number of problems manifested each time we moved
to a new targetplatform.Since
we movedtothese
platforms very late, the problems were critical and we
werelimited to low-impactwork-arounds. Many of
these problems could have been detected by early endto-end tests, even with a limited functionality system.
Early knowledge of these issues may also have led to
design changes that would have addressed the issues
morerobustly or elegantlythantheeventualworkarounds.
Conclusion: Use as few platforms as possible, and run
end-to-endtests on thehighest-fidelityplatforms
as
early as possible,evenwith
a limitedfunctionality
product.
Remote Agent Tools

Systems Engineering Tools
Coding
the
domain
models
required
substantial
knowledge acquisition, which is a common bottleneck
in Artificial Intelligence systems. it is better to have the
domain expert codethe models directly.
Conclusion: Develop tools and simplify the modeling
languages to enablespacecraftexpertstoencode
modelsthemselves.Employtoolsandlanguages
alreadyfamiliar to the experts.Organizethemodels
aroundthedomain(AttitudeControl,Power,etc.)
rather than around the RA technology (planner, exec.
M IR).
Mission Profile Development
The RA is commanded by goals specified in a mission
profile. For the experiment, constructing the profile was
a "blackart" that only one or two people on the RA
team
could
perform.
The
mission
planners
and
operationspersonnelmustbeable
to specifygoals
themselves.
Conclusion:Simplifyspecification
of goals.When
possible, use approachesalreadyfamiliar
to mission
planner, such as graphical timeline displays and timeordered
listings.
Provide
automated
consistency
checking.
Adaptabilitv to Late Model Changes
The spacecraft requirements and operating procedures
change throughout development, and even after launch.
We wereunabletoencode
late changes,due to the
regression-testing overhead that each change required.
Conclusions:Thevalidationcostofmodel-changes
must be reduced.Somepossibilitiesincludetools

to
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evaluate the consequences of model changes on testing.
The
models
already
support
localized
changes.
Procedures are needed to uplink and install just those
changes.
Ground Tools
Ground tools ought to be developed well in advance of
the actual flight and be used as a primary means to test
and understand how to operate complex systems. Given
thelatedateofdevelopmentofmostoftheground
tools, a good many of them felt not well integrated. As
a result only the tools displaying or interpreting data in
the most obvious way were of high value.
Telemetrv
in addition to an on-board textual log file downlinked at
the end of the experiment
or on request, RAX sent a
streamofbinarytelemetrypackets,oneforeach
significant event, that were displayed as color-coded
text on the ground. Among other things, the telemetry
allowed us tomonitor all on-boardcommunication
among RAX modules and between RAX and the flight
software.Thisprovedvaluable
in allowing us to
quicklydiagnosetheanomaliesthatoccurred.
We
immediately knew that the reason EZAX hadfailed to
turn off the ion engine was that it had stopped executing
the plan in some unanticipated manner; we knew RAX
was still running and could also rule out a plan abort or
a failuretosendjustonecommand.Similarly,
we
immediately narrowed down the second anomaly to a
monitormessagethatwaseithernotsentor
not
received.
Conclusion:Ensuringsufficientvisibility
on all
platforms,
including
in flight,
requires
adequate
information in telemetry. The best way to ensure this is
todesignthetelemetryearly.andtouse
it as the
primary,if
not theonly,wayofdebuggingand
understandingthebehaviorofthesystemduring
integration, test, and operations.
Mission Benefits

Next we examine the future benefits of R-4 based on the
lessons gained on DS 1
Customer Engagement
LntilSeptember 1998 the RXX designteam was not
able to engage the DSIteam in more than a limited
manner. After that date. the engagement was focussed
on issues
related
to
R A X deployment and to
demonstration of RAX safety with respect to spacecraft
health.The DSl team had onl? minimalexposure on
the
functionality
of
the
R X X technolog). As a
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consequence the DSIflight team did not develop an
understanding of how RAX would operate in various
operational circumstances nor of what benefits it could
provide for future missions. The RAX team consciously
chose the strategyof“minimalinteraction”
from the
beginning. Indeed, this was the only realistic option in a
situationwheretheDSIteamwasunderextreme
pressure to deliver baseline DSI software and therefore
could afford little distraction from their primary goal.
Moreover, it was thought that the demonstration of AI
technology taking control of the spacecraft itself would
stimulateinterest in learningmoreabouttheinner
workings of the technology. This assumption proven to
be wrong due to the heavy workload of the DS 1 team.
RA technologythereforemissedtheopportunityto
enlisttheDSIteamasone
of its knowledgeable
supporters.After RAX, wefound that the DS1 team
stillhas a numberofbasicquestionsregarding
RA,
some no different now than they were at the beginning
of the mission. In conclusion, although supportive of
RAX, most members of the DS1 team have not become
knowledgeable advocates for the RA technology.
Conclusions: future similar efforts should pay attention
to educate the customer in the technology so that the
customercanbecome
a userandsupporterofthe
technology-and
givevaluablefeedbackonwaysto
improveit.Understandingandsupportfromthe
operational level (i.e., the people actually developing
and deploying software) is important since it is at this
level :hat the impact and usefulness of the technology is
direc:ly experienced.Support at higherlevels of the
mission
management
hierarchy
is also
needed
especially early in the process, in order to clarify costs
and trade-offofthetechnology
with respect to the
overall goal of the mission.
Remote Agent vs. Autonomv
There has always been a tight identification of the RA
technology with ”autonomy”. For example, one of the
most highlighted aspects of RA is its ability to support
“failoperational”evenoutsideofcriticalmission
phases (e.g., orbitalinsertion).However,onecould
arguethatthelargestpotential
benefit of RA is in
directlysupportingsystemandmissionengineering
functions with formalizedlanguages and models that
can directly translate into operational. application code.
This is a ”process benefit” and is quite independent of
whether
or
not
the
resulting
flight
software
functionalit? is highly autonomous or more traditional.
It w i l l also be important to identi@ the value of using
different RX components to solve localized problems
faced by missions in an economicallybiableway.
In
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fact, the decision of whether
to adopt RA technology
across the board, only for low-level control or only for
thehigh-levelobservationmanagement
is a decision
that depends on the specific costJbenefit tradeofffor the
mission.
Conclusions:we need to moreclearlyarticulatethe
value of this technology even if it is not used to achieve
higherlevelsofautonomy.
RA technologiescan be
used individually or together depending on the mission
needs.
Robustness of Model Based Design
As missionlifetimesbecomesshorterandmission
objectives become more ambitious, it is less and less
likelythatanaccuratemodelofeachspacecraft
component will be availableearly in theflightand
ground software development cycle. Csealing with this
uncertainty is a major problem facing future missions.
By emphasizing qualitative and high-level models
of
behavior RA can help solve this dilemma. Qualitative,
high-level models can be captured early in the mission
lifetime and should need only minor adjustments when
the hardware is better understood. Our experience on
RAXessentiallyconfirmsthishypothesis.Initial
spacecraft models used by PS, EXEC andMIR were
builtearly in theDSImission,beforeApril
1997.
During the following year and a half, EXEC and MIR
models did not changeandthe
PS modelwasonly
changed in order to supportmoreefficientproblem
solving by the search engine, not in order to reflect new
knowledge of the spacecraft behavior. In the last phase
of the experiment preparation, when communications
betweenthe RAX teamandtheDSIteamresumed,
adjustmentswereneeded
to finalizetheinterface
betweenthelow-levelEXECprimitivesandflight
software.
Conclusion:Contrary to muchconcern,thetypeof
qualitative, high-level models used by the RA requiies
little tuning throughout the project. The
usefulness of
the
models
for
software
development
has
been
validated.
Uncertain& Handling
A precisecharacterizationofhow
RA deals with
uncertainty, however. requires additional work. A t the
start of R A X development we believed that RA was
particularly suited to operate robustly under conditions
that had not been explicitlytested.However.during
development we discovered that, particularly in the case
of PS, new scenariossometimeshighlighted flaws in
the problem solblng strategy. b’hat usually happened is
that.although
in principle PS couldsolve the new
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problem(i.e., PS searchwascomplete), in practice it
couldnotalwaysdo
so withintheperformance
requirements of RAX, such as timing and memory, and
therefore needed to be modified.

Livingstone to better
track
multiple
ambiguous
trajectories
the
system
rnay
be
following
and
recommend actions that are safe and goal-directed even
though the system is in one of several possible states.

Based on our experience, we believe that robustness to
uncertainty could be better characterized as the ability
to operateaccording
to specificationswithinthe
boundaries of validated capabilities. It is important that
theboundaries
of thevalidatedcapabilitiesbe
established in advancethroughformalvalidation
or
extensive testing. We believe that characterizing these
boundaries
without
full
path
testing
(which
is
impossible for typicalapplicationsofRA)
is an
importantresearchanddevelopmentgoal
for RA
technology.

Applying Remote Agent to the Deep Space 1 spacecraft
provided a wealth of practical lessons about what was
needed to create a sustainable autonomy engineering
process and make this technology usable for main-line
missiondevelopmentandoperations.TheRemote
Agentteam is now developing tools for graphically
creating and debugging models, for automating much of
the integration of Remote Agent with traditional flight
software, and for allowinghumans and autonomous
software to interact
more
easily.
The
team
is
collaborating with software verification researchers at
NASAAmesResearchCenterandCarnegie-Mellon
University to allow certain Remote Agent models to be
analyzed to prove they cannot recommend undesired
behavior.Thecomponentsarealso
in theprocessof
being ported from Lisp to C f r to fit more seamlessly
fit into flightenvironments,withtheplannerand
Livingstone having achieved significant milestones in
theirports. In shorttheseresearchanddevelopment
effortsaredesignedtomaketheRemoteAgent
and
similartechnologiesmorecapable,easier
to use, and
easier to test and validate.

It is possible that sometimes RA will have to operate in
conditions that have not been fully validated. In this
case it will be important for the overall fault protection
system to appropriately monitor the behavior of RA
while guaranteeing the safety of the controlled system.
When using RA in the context of a mission, system
engineering, fault protection and missionengineering
willhave
to identifywhichautonomousbehavior
should be guaranteed and which may not. This selection
will have to be guided by the goals of a mission, the
levelofthreat
to systemhealthposed
by the
environment,andtheacceptablelevelsofsystem
performance in different phases (e.g., launch and check
out, cruise, encounter, landing).
Conclusion: Remote Agent’s formal declarative models
can facilitate the identification of classes of validated
conditions under which RA performance is guaranteed.
Outside the validated boundaries
RA may sometimes
fail to operate within performance limits and we should
rely on good fault protection design to guarantee a safe
continuation of themission.

FUTURE WORK
FutureworkregardingRemote
Agentcan be divided
into three categories: fundamentai improvements in the
capabilities o f itscomponents,improvements
in
usability
deployability.
or
and
upcoming
demonstrations or applications.
A numberofbasicresearchareasarebeing
pursued
improve future iterations of Remote Agent. Contingent
planninganddiagnosticambiguityarejusttwo
examples.Contingentplanningenables
a planner to
create a plan with branches that may be taken if any of
a rangeof likely eventsoccur,reducingthe
need to
replan.Improvedhandlingofuncertainty
will allow
10

Remote
Agent
technology
is successfully
being
transferred beyond the original team and several groups
are qurrently building prototypes with Remote Agent in
ordt:. to evaluate it. At NASA‘s Kennedy Space Center,
RemoteAgentapplicationsarebeingdeveloped
to
evalliate R4 for missionsinvolving in-situ propellant
production on Mars on the 2001 lander or a future
piloted mission. Applications for shuttle operations are
being
pursued
as well.
At
the
Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory,RemoteAgent
is beingevaluated as the
baseline autonomy architecture for the Origins Program
Interferometry Instruments and is being used in the JPL
interferometry testbed. The New Millennium Program’s
DeepSpaceThree,
a space-based
interferometry
mission
which
includes
two
or
three
spacecraft
cooperating to take scienceobserbations. rnay be one
early customer of this development. At Johnson Space
Center.components
of RemoteAgentarebeing
integrated into an ecological life supporttestbed for
human missions beyond Earth orbit. At Xmes Research
Center, Remote Agent technology is being incorporated
into software for morerobustlq controlliny planetary
rovers.Working w i t h OrbitalSciencesCorporation,
Ames is working to demonstrateRemote Agent as it
applies to streamlinrng the checkout and operation o f a
D R h F T 6/?0/90

reusable launch vehicle. This demonstration will fly on
the X-34 vehicle.

SUMMARY
With the successful conclusion of the Remote Agent
Experiment,we've takena majorsteponthe
path to
highly autonomousspacecraft. In additiontotheend
product,RemoteAgent,theprocessofdeveloping,
deploying and demonstrating such
a system on Deep
SpaceOnehasalso
had an invaluabletechnological
impact.Fortechnologyproviders,
it hasprovided
valuablelessons aboutthe critical issuesforinjecting
autonomytechnology into the NASA enterprises. For
the NASA enterprises, it provided additional exposure
totheconceptofmodel-basedandgoal-directed
operationsforfutureNASAmissions.Thelessons
learned will allow us to improve the technology, our
processes, and perhaps most importantly, our approach
to technology infusion. In short, the hope is that the
experienceandlessonslearnedduringtheRemote
AgentExperiment will serve as thethinend
of the
wedgeasfarasthematuration
and deploymentof
autonomytechnology
in aerospaceapplications
is
concerned.
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